
Adaptations

I flip the ceiling light on.
Darkness bursts into searing patterns,
and dappled moments coalesce
to form a bedroom, 
my whorled finger still withdrawing 
from the dirty switch.

And there she lies, the bed that is,
unkempt in her usual style,
waiting as I left her with the blanket 
thrown aside, and the sheet stained down the middle
like a Turin shroud; it's only my form 
that's burned into the ancient cloth.

The walls leak a chatter 
of television watched by no-one in the other room,
muffled, unintelligable,
mood music for the tired forms
meeting together, 
one rebounding on the other's springs.

I close my eyes and rest, 
breathing heavily into the pillow, 
exhaling heat, sucking a cold wind.
Daydreams flash before the red screen.
Impossibilities drift
finally into my consciousness,

throwing mind into the deep, tortured sleep 
the earth makes beneath its mantle.
Glug glug of hot nickel oceans.
A distant thunder rumbles across the void.
Cumulonimbus cracks open its lips
to speak its dream-dread notes.

But a synthetic light's meniscus 
soon swims closer,and its electric sheath envelops me
as I lunge upwards
punching through its distorted surface
to a sudden remembrance, 

the logic of this game of dark and light.
Beneath lamps of dusty rooms



where oblivion blew and shattered,
I knew the modern jets, 
having tasted vagrant swarms of carbons 
accelerating in their tracks,

and computers, queerly dressed 
and whistling down the hall
were no longer the eyed strangers 
nervously making their first few tentative 
taps on resistant doors
and turbulent seas of shoulders.

They speak to me now, in scientific-ese
ushered slowly through a nervous brain,
confident whispers,
a breath of ions crackling
before the infinitely mirrored mirror 
in whose bluish depths I stare,

to reveal myself a thousand-fold, greasy hair uncombed
and fingers smudging the passive glass
as I have smudged through life these past years
without you, missing the smile of your body's warmth,
and struggling to remain up-to-date while
time flaps without effort past my train.


